
Deathrattle Viper CR 2
N Medium Animal 
Initiative: +7; Senses: Low-light Vision 
Defense 
AC: 16, Flat-Footed: 13, Touch: 13 
(+3 dexterity, +3 natural) 
HP: 32 (5d8+10)   DR: None 
Fort: +6, Ref: +7, Will: +0  SR: None 
Resistances: None 
Immunities: None 
Defensive Abilities: None 
Offense 
Base Attack Bonus: +3; Grapple: +4; Space/Reach: 5 ft. / 5 ft. 
Speed: 30 ft. 
Melee: Bite +4 (1d4+1 plus Poison) 
Special Abilities: Deathrattle, Poison, Sudden Strike 
Tactics 
During Combat: During battle a deathrattle viper attempts to bite and 
poison as many foes as possible before attempting to once again flee into 
the underbrush and wait for its poison to do its work. If cornered and 
with no hope of escape, a deathrattle viper fights to the death. 
Morale: Deathrattle vipers know to flee from foes who are obviously 
superior to them, they also flee from anything that appears immune to 
their venom. If reduced to 10 or fewer hit points, a deathrattle viper 
attempts to flee from combat. 
Statistics 
STR 12 (+1) DEX 16 (+3) CON 14 (+2) 
INT 2 (-4) WIS 9 (-1) CHA 11 (+0) 
Armor Check Penalty: -0 (-0 armor, -0 shield) 
Feats: Improved Initiative, Ability Focus (Poison) 
Skills: Hide +11 (4 ranks, +3 Dex, +4 racial), Move Silently +11 (4 
ranks, +3 Dex, +4 racial) 
Languages: None 
SQ: None 
Combat Gear: None 
   Other Gear: None 
Ecology 
Environment: Any jungle or other constantly humid locale 
Organization: Solitary 
Treasure: None 
Special Abilities 
   Deathrattle (Ex): The rattle of a deathrattle viper is a capable of 
inducing fear into the hearts of even the stoutest of warriors. As a free 
action, the deathrattle viper may rattle its tail unnerving nearby foes; all 
enemies within 30 feet of the deathrattle viper must succeed on a will 
save (DC 12) or become shaken for 1d4+1 rounds. If a creature fails its 
save by 5 or more points, it is instead panicked for 1d4+1 minutes. 
   The save DC is Charisma-based. 
   Poison: Injury, Fortitude DC 16, initial and secondary damage 1d4 
Con and target is treated as if under the effects of a slow spell. 
   The save DC is Constitution-based. The save DC of this ability is 
increased by +2 due to the deathrattle viper possessing the Ability Focus 
(Poison) feat. 
   Sudden Strike (Ex): The attacks of a deathrattle viper that has not 
been spotted by its prey are often quick and incredibly lethal. The 
deathrattle viper gains a +2 bonus on attack rolls made against 
opponents who are denied their Dexterity bonus to armor class.  
   Skills: The scales of a deathrattle viper shift in hue to match the 
surroundings, this grants the deathrattle viper a +4 racial bonus to hide 
and move silently skill checks made in any area it has resided in for 
more than 24-hours. 
 
 
   The massive snake before you has scales matching the color of its 
environment and its eyes seem to possess an almost unearthly yellow 
glow to them. A rattler tips the thing’s tail. 
 
   Amongst the deep jungles of the world there are many things that can 
kill you; feral tribesman, hunting cats the size of horses, and spiders the 
size of buildings are all very real threats. Amongst all these dangers, 
however, only one gives warning before killing: the deathrattle viper. 

The rattle of a deathrattler has been known to stop even the most fearless 
of hunters in their tracks and is capable of causing lesser men to flee in 
abject terror. 
   Deathrattle vipers are a legend amongst tribes that live within the 
jungles that the vile snakes call home. A popular legend states that a 
single deathrattle viper produces enough venom in its lifetime to kill 
every living creature on the material plane several times over. Whether 
this legend is founded in reality or not is subject to speculation by sages. 
   Deathrattler poison is popular amongst assassins who favor melee 
combat as a means to an end. Typically they’ll challenge their mark to a 
duel only to strike with an envenomed blade that makes their kill all the 
easier. A single dose of deathrattle viper poison sells for roughly 1,500 
gold pieces on the black market. Milking a single doeses worth of a  
deathrattle viper’s poison requires a DC 25 survival check and a live 
specimen; a single viper can be milked for 1d4 doses of poison per day. 
 
Lore 
   A successful knowledge (nature) check will reveal the following 
information about a deathrattle viper: 
DC 15 This is a deathrattle viper, a deadly snake known far and wide 

for the potency of its vemon and the fear-inducing properties 
of its rattle. This reveals all animal traits. 

DC 20 Deathrattle vipers are masters of attacking from hiding; foes 
surprised by them often unintentionally leave themselves open 
to devastating attacks. 

DC 25 A deathrattler’s poison not only attacks a victim’s constitution, 
but also causes a hallucinogen that causes those poisoned to 
believe they are moving faster than those nearby when, in 
reality, they are moving much slower. 

 
 


